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In this paper-which is a continuation of [lo]-we exhibit some topological 
conditions on a Banach space which ensure that it contains isometric copies of 
infinite-dimensional conjugate spaces. This result is used to identify a large class of 
Banach spaces that are hereditarily separable duals. A method of defining a “James- 
tree sum” of a countable number of Banach spaces is given. It is used to construct 
various counterexamples; for instance, there exists for each integer n a Banach 
space that can be mapped into Hilbert space via the composition of n but not 
(n - 1) Gd-embeddings. We also continue the investigation of the global structure of 
some geometrically defined Banach spaces. For example, it is shown that a 
separable Banach space X with the Radon-Nikodym property (R.N.P.) has a 
subspace Y with a boundedly complete finite-dimensional decomposition (F.D.D.) 
such that X/Y has an F.D.D. and the R.N.P. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper can be seen as a continuation of [lo], but much of it can be 
read independently. In [lo], we showed that Banach spaces verifying the 
so-called Point of Continuity Property (P.C.P.) are hereditarily separable 
duals: that is, they contain infinite-dimensional separable duals in every one 
of their subspaces. Our main goal in this paper is to show that the same 
conclusion holds for a much larger class of Banach spaces. However, we 
still do not know whether this class contains all Banach spaces which have 
no subspace isomorphic to q,. Note that this is weaker than the long- 
standing conjecture stating that every infinite-dimensional Banach space 
must contain a subspace isomorphic to c,,, I,, or a reflexive space. (All 
* This work was completed while this author was visiting the Universite Pierre et Marie 
Curie, Paris, France. 
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spaces considered in this paper are, unless stated otherwise, infinite 
dimensional.) 
The key to our approach is the theory of G,-embeddings introduced by 
Bourgain and Rosenthal in [4]. We recall that a bounded linear operator 
T: X-* Y is said to be a G&-embedding if T(F) is a G,-set in its closure 
whenever F is a norm closed bounded subset of X. We also recall [ 19, 
Proposition l.b.41 that one way to construct a separable dual in a Banach 
space X is to build an infinite boundedly complete basic sequence: that is, a 
bounded sequence (x,) in X such that for some K > 0 we have: 
(i) IIC?=, will 6 K IIZ’~ 1 a;xiII f or all choices of scalars (a,)[ and 
integers n < m. 
(ii) Cj aixi converges whenever (a,), is a sequence of scalars verifying 
suPN IIX I 4x, II < 03. 
The main result proved in Section I is that a separable Banach space X 
contains an infinite boundedly complete basic sequence if and only if there 
exists a G,-embedding of X into some other Banach space Y which is not 
an isomorphic embedding. This already contains all the known results 
related to this question [lo, 171 since separable duals and more generally 
the spaces considered in [lo] actually G&-embed in Hilbert space. 
Moreover, the theorem implies that the class of separable spaces that are 
hereditarily duals is stable under G,-embeddings. 
In view of the above result, the problem of the existence of boundedly 
complete basic sequences in Banach spaces reduces to the problem of 
constructing non-trivial G,-embeddings. In Section II, we present a setting 
where this can be done. Indeed, we show that Banach spaces verifying what 
we call the (z to /I 11) point of continuity property admit G,-embeddings 
into other spaces, whenever T is a suitable topology. This concept was 
introduced by Edgar and Wheeler in [9] under the name of ~-h&ability. 
The case where T is the weak topology (i.e., spaces with the P.C.P.) was 
first studied by Bourgain and Rosenthal in [S] and it was shown in [lo] 
that such spaces admit compact G,-embeddings into I,. The main theorem 
of this section is essentially an extension of that result. 
In Section III we consider a different point of view in order to enlarge 
the class of Banach spaces that are hereditarily separable duals, We define 
by transtinite induction a family of classes (%z)%<n of separable Banach 
spaces in the following manner: 
(i) %$ = (1*}. 
(ii) If u = /I + 1, we let +?a be the class of Banach spaces X such that 
there exists Y in %‘fl and a G,-embedding from X into Y. 
(iii) If u is a limit ordinal, we let %F?~ be the class of Banach spaces 
that are the &sums of spaces in Us < a VP. 
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Note that by the results of Section 1, all spaces in the class %& = (Jr < R ‘& 
(Q being the first uncountable ordinal) are hereditarily separable duals. We 
also note that the spaces already known to have this property (separable 
duals and spaces with the P.C.P.) belong to %‘, . Our aim in Section III is to 
show that the family (+$), is strictly increasing: that is, we are enlarging the 
appropriate class at each step. To do so we give a construction of 
new Banach spaces by gluing together a family of infinite-dimensional 
components in a way similar to how the James and James-tree spaces are 
built from a countable number of copies of the real line. We shall need the 
following notions: 
Let (X,);=, be a sequence of closed subspace of a Banach space X. 
(1) The sequence (X,,)F= , is called a Schauder decomposition of X if 
every XE X has a unique representation of the form x = C,“= 1 x, with 
x, E X, for every n. Recall that the decomposition (X,);=, is called 
boundedly complete if, for every sequence (x,), with x, E X, for all n, the 
series Cp”=, xi converges whenever sup, ]IC;= 1 xi (1 < co. 
Denote now by X[m, n] the closed linear span of the set u;,,X,. 
(2) The sequence (X,,);= , is said to be a boundedly complete skipped 
blocking decomposition for X if: 
0) X= CXJZ ,. 
(ii) X, n [Xmlmfn= (0) for all integers n. 
(iii) If (mk) and (nk) are sequences of positive integers such 
that m,<n,+I cm,,, for all k, then the sequence Y, = X[m,, nk] is a 
boundedly complete Schauder decomposition of its closed linear 
span Y= [Yk]p=,. 
If the subspaces X,, were also complemented in X, we shall say that the 
sequence (X,,), is a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking 
decomposition for X. Note that if the Xn’s were finite dimensional, we then 
recover the classical notions of “boundedly complete finite-dimensional 
decomposition” (F.D.D.) (resp. b oundedly complete skipped blocking 
F.D.D.) for X [19, 51. 
In Section IV, we continue the investigation started in [lo] about the 
“global structure” of Banach spaces with the P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.). 
Recall that a Banach space X has the R.N.P. (Radon-Nikodym property) if 
all of its bounded subsets have non-empty open slices with arbitrarily small 
norm-diameter. We prove, for instance, the following refinements of 
Theorems II.1 and III.1 of [lo]: A separable Banach space X has the 
P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.) if and only if there exists a subspace Z of X with a 
boundedly complete F.D.D. such that the quotient X/Z has an F.D.D. and 
the P.C.P. (resp. an F.D.D. and the R.N.P.). 
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We also deal with the following still open problem: Does a Banach space 
X have the P.C.P. if all of its subspaces with a Schauder basis do? We give 
a positive answer to this question in the case where X contains no subspace 
isomorphic to I,. 
We finally discuss another still unresolved problem: Does every 
separable Banach space have an infinite-dimensional quotient with a 
shrinking basis? Two possible approaches (and their shortcomings) are 
given. 
We use standard Banach space theory notation as can be found in [ 163, 
to which we refer the reader for the unexplained terminology. 
I. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ AND BASIC SEQUENCES IN BANACH SPACES 
In this section we establish the close connection between the theory of 
G,-embeddings and the problem of the existence of boundedly complete 
basic sequences in Banach spaces. The first result is a “linear version” of 
Theorem I.1 of [lo]. We shall say that a subset A of a Banach space X is 
~-small if it can be covered by a finite number of balls with radius E. A 
subset B of X* is said to be C-norming for X for some constant C > 0, if for 
all x in X we have 
Cllxll <sup{ 1x*(x)1; x* EB}. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X and Y be two separable Banach spaces and let T be 
a one-to-one bounded linear operator from X into Y. The following are then 
equivalent: 
(1) T is a G,-embedding. 
(2) For any 6 > 0, the image of every bounded and S-separated 
sequence in X’is not dense in itself in Y. 
Moreover, if T*( Y*) n B,, is C-norming for X for some C > 0, then (1) 
and (2) are equivalent to: 
(3) The restriction of T to any subspace of X with a Schauder basis is 
a GA-embedding. 
Proof (1) o (2) was proved in a more general setting in [ 101. For the 
sake of completeness, we sketch a much simpler proof in this particular 
case based on a result of Hurewicz [15]. 
(1) =z- (2) If F is the bounded norm closed set consisting of the 
elements of a bounded and b-separated sequence (x,) in X, then T(F) is a 
G, set in T(F). Since the map T- ’ restricted to T(F) is in the first Baire 
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class, it has a point of continuity which is necessarily an isolated point of 
T(F). 
(2) + (1) Let F be a bounded closed subset of X. For each subset A 
of T(F) such that A n T(F) = A we define the following function k, on A 
by 
k,(y)=inf{&>O; 3V neighborhood of y with T-‘( Vn A) E-small}. 
The ‘following properties of k, are easily verified; the details are left to 
the interested reader. 
(i) k, is upper semi-continuous on A. 
(ii) The (possibly empty) set {y E A; k,(y) = 0) is a G,-set in T(F) 
that is contained in T(F). 
(iii) If B is an open subset of A then k, = k, on B. 
Suppose now that T(F) is not a G,-set in T(F). Since T is one-to-one, 
is a Bore1 set [22, p. 3961. Hence, by a theorem of Hurewicz [15], there 
exists a closed subset A of T(F) such that A n T(F) is countable, dense in 
itself, and AnT(F)=A. If now the set (YEA; k,(y)86} has an empty 
interior for each 6 > 0 then by (ii), { y E A; k,(y) = 0) is a subset of 
A n T(F) and, by Baire’s Category theorem, is a dense G, in A. This is 
clearly impossible. Hence there exists 6 > 0 such that kA( y) > 6 > 0 for each 
y in an open subset B of A. By (iii), this implies that k,(y) > 6 for all y 
in B. 
We shall now construct a 6/2-separated sequence (x,) in F such that 
(TX,) is dense in itself and contained in B. For that suppose x1, x2, . . . . x, 
constructed with yi = Txi E B for i = 1, . . . . n and [Ix, - xj/I > 6/2 whenever 
l<i<j<n. Let V=B(y,,2-“). Since k,(y,)>& Tp’(VnB) is not 6/2- 
small, thus not contained in Ur= 1 B(xi, h/2). Let x,, , be in T-‘( Vn B)\ 
U;= 1 B(xi, b/2). We can proceed in the same way for x2, . . . . x,, thus finding 
X n + I > ...> x1,, with TX, E B for i= 1, . . . . 2n, llxi-x,ll >6/2 if l<i< jd2n 
and Ij Txi - TX,, ;[I < 2-” whenever i = 1, . . . . n. The rest of the proof of 
(2) * (1) is now straightforward. 
(3) + (2) Assume there exists a bounded b-separated sequence (xk) 
in X such that ( Txk) is dense in itself. Fix E > 0. We can clearly construct 
by induction a subsequence (x~,)~ of (xk) and an increasing sequence of 
finite sets (Bi) in Y* such that the following holds for each n: 
(a) T*(B,) c B,. and supyeEB,( T*y*, x) > (C/2)llxll for all x in 
thelinearspanof{x,~;l~j~i}foralli=l,2,...,2”-1. 
(b) IITx,,- Tx~,+~~~,/I <(&‘“)(1 +~~P.~~~~~,~,+~~~,/IY*II)~~ for all 
j= 1, . ..) 2” I. 
580!76,2-6 
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Let now e,,=x,, and e,j=xk,-xk,+,,-, for j=l,..., 2”-’ and neN. 
Note that for each y in Bjp, +2nm~ we have I(e,,i, T*y)l = 
I<TXk,-T&,+Zn-~> Y)l 642”. 
Since T*B. ,~, + 2nm1 C/Znorms the span of all the vectors obtained before 
e,, j (note that the ordering used here is the following: (n, j) < (m, k) if 
either n<m or n=m and j6k) we get that {e,,,;nEN, 1 <j<2”-l} is a 
basic sequence. It is also clear that ( Txk,)j is dense in itself, hence the 
restriction of T to the closed linear span of (e,. j} is not a G,-embedding. 
We are now ready to prove the following: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a separable Banach space. The following proper- 
ties are then equivalent: 
(1) X contains no infinite boundedly complete basic sequence. 
(2) Every Cd-embedding of X into any Banach space Y is an 
isomorphic embedding. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let T be a one-to-one bounded linear operator from a 
separable Banach space X into a Banach space Y. Suppose T verifies the 
following: 
(a) T is not an isomorphic embedding. 
(b) The image of the unit ball of X is a G6 in Y. 
(c) T*( Y*) r‘l B,. C-norms X for some C > 0. 
Then X contains an infinite boundedly complete basic sequence. 
Proof If C and D are two subsets of Y we shall denote by d(C, D) the 
distance between C and D: that is, d(C, D) = inf{ IIc - dl(; c E C, dE D}. Let 
now (X,), be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of X 
such that X= U, X,. Write T( B,)\T( B,) = U, r F,,, where each F, is norm 
closed in Y. We shall construct by induction a sequence of norm one 
elements (e,), in X and an increasing sequence of finite subsets (A,), in Y* 
such that, for each n 2 1, we have: 
(i) T*(A,)s Ball(X*) and sup,& T*a, x) B (C/2)llxll for all x in 
Z, =X, + E,, where E,, is the linear span of {e,, . . . . e,}. 
(ii) en+, 1 T*(A), 
(iii) IITe,+J ~inf(2~“~‘;2~“~‘d(TB,, F,)). 
For that, start with any vector e, with IJe,II = 1 and suppose {e,, . . . . e,} 
and A,-, have been obtained. Let E, = lin span(e,, . . . . e,) and 
Z, = X, + E,. Since Z, is finite dimensional, we get from hypothesis (c) a 
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finite subset A, verifying (i). Since T(B,J is norm compact and contained 
in T( B,), we have d( T(B,J, F,) > 0. 
Let G, be the orthogonal of T*(A,) in X. Since it has a finite codimen- 
sion and T is not an isomorphic embedding, there exists e,, , in G, with 
lie,,+ r11 = 1 and verifying (ii) and (iii). 
It is standard to show that (e,), is a l/C-basic sequence. We shall prove 
that it is boundedly complete. Indeed, let (a,) be a sequence of scalars 
such that supNJIC,N,, a,e,ll < 00. We can assume without loss that 
IlC,“= 1 a,,e,JI d C/2 for each N, hence IIC,N=,a,,en(l < 1, for each 16 N. In 
particular la,,\ < 1 for each n > 1. The series C,“= 1 a, Te, is clearly con- 
vergent to an element y in T(B,). On the other hand for each M> N the 
vector yM = C,“= i a,, Te, + C,” N + , a,, Te, belongs to T(B,,) + pB,, where 
P d 44 TBz, , J’,,,). If follows that d(y,, F,,,) > &d( TBzN, FN) > 0 for each 
N < M. Hence y $ F, for each N, and y E T( B,). 
Let x be in Ball(X) such that y = TX. It remains to prove that C,“= 1 a,x, 
converges to x in X. Fix E > 0, and let zN in 2, such that I/x - z,,ll < E; we 
have 
for all A4 2 N. 
Let now M>N such that IIy-C,M_, a,Te,,ll <s(sup(Ila(l; acAN))-‘. It 
follows that IIx - z.,“= 1 a,e,ll d ~(1 + 1) Tll/C+ l/C) and the claim is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (1) = (2). Let T: X+ Y be a G,-embedding that 
is not an isomorphic embedding. Let 2 be a separable subspace of X* that 
is norming for X. Let S be a compact and dense range operator from l2 
into 2. Note that S*: Z* -+ 1, is compact and one-to-one. Let R be the 
restriction of S* to X. We claim that the operator (T, R): A’-+ Y@ I, 
verities the hypothesis of Lemma 1.3. Indeed, properties (a) and (c) are 
clear from the construction of R. To prove (b) suppose that (T, R) is not a 
G,-embedding. There exists then by Theorem I.1 a b-separated bounded 
sequence (x,), in X such that ((T, R)(x,)), is dense in itself. But this means 
that (TX,), is also dense in itself, hence T is not a G,-embedding, which is 
a contradiction. 
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(2) + (1) Let Z* be an infinite-dimensional subspace of X generated 
by a boundedly complete basic sequence. Let q be the quotient from X* 
onto .Z**. Since Z is separable, we can find an operator S: l2 + X* such 
that q 0 S is compact and has a dense range in Z. Hence the restriction T of 
S* to X is an operator into fz that maps the ball of Z* into a norm com- 
pact subset of 12. It follows that the restriction of T to Z* is a compact Gs- 
embedding into I,. Let now Q be the quotient map from X into X/Z*. We 
shall prove that the operator (T, Q): X-r I, @ X/Z* is a G,-embedding. 
Suppose not, then by Theorem 1.1, there exists a d-separated bounded 
sequence (x,) in X such that ((T, Q)(x,)), is dense in itself. We may 
assume without loss of generality that x0 = 0. Hence the set {(T, Q)(xm); 
meM} where M= {m; IlQx,II <6/10}, is also dense in itself. Let now R be 
a continuous lifting from X/Z* into X such that for all m, 11 RQxJ d 6/4 
and QR = I on X/Z*. Note that the sequence y, =x,- RQx, is 6/2- 
separated and is contained in Z*. 
On the other hand, for any m, in M, there exists a sequence (mJ such 
that lim,( TX,,, Qx,,) = (TX,,, Qx,,,,). Hence lim, RQx,~ = RQx,~ and 
TY,,, = Wm, - Rex,,) converges to T(x,,,, - Rex,,,,) = Ty,,,,,, which shows 
that (Ty,), is dense in itself, hence contradicting the fact that T is a 
G,-embedding on Z*. 
To finish the proof of the theorem it is enough to notice that (T, Q) is 
not an isomorphic embedding since its restriction to Z* is a compact 
operator. 
Remark 1.4. A consequence of Theorem 1.2 and the fact that co contains 
no boundedly complete basic sequences is the following result established 
in [4]: If X is a Banach space that is hereditarily co, then every Gg- 
embedding of X into any Banach space Y is an isomorphic embedding. 
Remark 1.5. A slight refinement in the proof of Lemma I.3 gives the 
following result: Under the same hypothesis, any bounded sequence (x,) in 
X verifying lim supl[x,ll > 0 and lim,ll Tx,I/ = 0 has a subsequence that is a 
boundedly complete basic sequence. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Any Banach space that GB-embeds in a hereditarily 
separable dual Banach space is itself hereditarily separable dual. 
Remark 1.7. If X is a Banach space with a separable dual and if T is 
any compact dense range operator from I, into X, it is clear that 
T*: X* + 1, is a G,-embedding which is not an isomorphic embedding. 
Theorem I.2 gives then immediately the result of Johnson and 
Rosenthal [ 173 asserting that X* is then hereditarily separable dual. 
Moreover, if Y is a Banach space that G,-embeds in a separable dual X*, 
then Y is also hereditarily separable dual. We shall give in the next section 
an “internal characterization” of such spaces. 
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II. POINTS OF CONTINUITY AND BO~NDEDLY COMPLETELY 
BASIC SEQUENCES 
In this section, we give a general procedure for constructing Cd- 
embeddings. As a consequence, we obtain a fairly large class of Banach 
spaces that contain infinite boundedly complete basic sequences. 
Recall first that a Banach space X has the weak to norm point of 
continuity property ((w- I( (I ) P.C.P. ) if every norm closed bounded subset of 
X has a point of weak to norm continuity relative to A. We show in [lo] 
that such spaces are exactly the ones that G,-embed compactly into I,. 
The idea now is to consider Banach spaces with the T to norm point of 
continuity property, where r is any locally convex topology that is coarser 
than the norm topology. Following [9], a subset A of a Banach space X is 
said to be z-huskahle if for every r-open set U with U n A # 0 and every 
E>O, thereisaz-openset Vwithd#VnAcUnAanddiam(VnA)= 
sup(jlx-yl[;x,y~VnA)<~. 
By Proposition 3.9 of [9], a norm closed subset A of X is r-huskable if 
and only if the identity map (A, t) -+ (A, II 11) is continuous at each point 
of a r-dense r - G, subset of A. We shall therefore say that a Banach space 
X has the z to norm point of continuity property ((t-11 11) P.C.P.) if every 
norm closed bounded subset of X is r-huskable. 
Note that on the bounded sets in X, the weak topology coincides with 
the topology of uniform convergence on the norm compact subsets of X*. 
We shall now consider r-topologies of uniform convergence on certain 
classes of bounded subsets of X* that contain the norm compact sets but 
fall short from containing all bounded sets in X* which clearly define the 
norm topology on X. 
We shah first discuss the appropriate classes of bounded subsets of X* 
which induce r-topologies suitable to our study. 
Let (P) be a property on bounded sets of Banach spaces. If Y is a 
Banach space we denote by J%‘~( Y) the class of bounded subsets of Y that 
verify (P). 
We shall say that (P) is an admissible property if 
(a) Every subset of a set in ~4~( Y) is also in &J Y). 
(b) If T: Y + 2 is a bounded linear operator and A belongs to s$( Y) 
then T(A) belongs to dp(Z). 
(c) If (A,), is a countable family of sets in s$~( Y) then there exists a 
closed convex symmetric set f3 in dp( Y) such that B absorbs A, for each n 
(i.e., there exists scalars A,, with A, c I,B). 
We shall say that an admissible property (P) is an interpolation property 
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if in (c) the absorbing set B can be chosen in such a way that it belongs to 
S&(Z), where Z is the space normed by the gauge of B. 
Typical examples of interpolation properties are “weak compactness” 
V’J and “weak sequential precompactness” ( P3). These facts are 
established in [6]. The Asplund property (Pz) is also an interpolation 
property: Recall that a bounded subset A of a Banach space Y is said to be 
an Asplund set if for every operator T: Y --, L,(sZ, .J5‘, p), the set T(A) is 
equimeasurable, i.e., for all E > 0, there exists Q, with ~(Q\Q,) GE such that 
{Xn, Tu; a E A} is norm compact in L,(0, z1, p) [21]. Note that the unit 
ball of a separable Banach space Z is an Asplund set if and only if Z* is 
norm separable [Zl]. 
An obvious example of an admissible property which is not an inter- 
polation property is “norm compactness.” 
Let now X be a Banach space and let J&(X*) be the class of bounded 
subsets of X* that verify a certain admissible property (P). We denote by t 
the topology on X of the uniform convergence on the sets of J&.(X*). Note 
that &,(X*) always contain singletons in X* so that 7p is stronger than the 
weak topology. 
If A is a bounded subset of X*, we denote by V(A, p) the set {x E X; 
sup xteA Ix*(x)1 <p}, where p is a positive real number. An elementary zp- 
neighborhood of zero will then be a set of the form V(A, p), where p > 0 
and A is a closed convex bounded symmetric set in X*. Note that if X is 
norm separable then for any bounded subset A in X*, there exists a coun- 
table subset D of A such that V(A, p) = V(D, p). It follows that the tp- 
topology can be determined by the norm separable closed convex bounded 
and symmetric sets in J&.(X*). 
We can now prove the following. 
THEOREM II. 1. Let (P) be an admissible property, then for any separable 
Banach space X the following are equivalent: 
(1) X has the (~~-11 11) P.C.P. 
(2) There exist a Banach space Z and a G,-embedding T from X into 
Z* such that T*(Ball(Z)) belongs to J&(X*). 
Moreover, if (P) is an interpolation property then (1) is equivalent to 
(3) There exist a Banach space Z whose unit ball has property (P) and 
a G&-embedding Tfrom X into Z*. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Fix E > 0. We define inductively a decreasing family of 
norm closed subsets (Fi), of B, in the following manner: 
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(i) F,,= B,. 
(ii) If M = /? + 1 and F; # 0, find an elementary r,-neighborhood 
U; such that yP n F; # 0 and )I /I-diam( U; r\ F$) < E. Then set F$ = F;\UEp. 
Note that UE, is of the form x;+ V(A;,p”,), where x$eB,, p;~R+\{0} 
and A; is a separable closed bounded convex symmetric set in dP(X*). 
(iii) If a is a limit ordinal, set FE = n, < cL F;. 
Since X is separable, there exists y, < B (the first uncountable ordinal) 
such that F;C = 0 and F; # 121 for all c1< y,. 
Let now Y be a separable subspace of X* containing a countable 
norming set for X and all the subsets {A;, /I <y,, E = l/n, HEN}. Let 
i: Y -+ X* be the canonical embedding. The adjoint map i*: X** + Y* is 
then a quotient map whose restriction to X is an isometric embedding. 
Note that A; E dP( Y) for all E = l/n, n EN, and b < ye, hence by (c) there 
exist a Banach space Z and an operator S: Z + Y such that: 
(iv) S(B,) E 44 Y). 
(v) S(B,) is norm closed and absorbs each A;@ < yE, E = l/n, n E N) 
and each point in a countable dense subset of Y. 
We shall now prove that the restriction of S* 0 i* to X is a G,-embedding 
into Z*. Note first that S*: Y* + Z* is one-to-one since S has a dense 
range. Hence the restriction T of S* 0 i* to X is also one-to-one. 
Since each S-‘(A;) is a bounded subset of Z, the sets V(S-l(A;), p;) = 
{z*EZ*; ~up,,~~,~~;,lf(z*)l <p$) are norm open in Z* with 
S* 0 i*( V(A;, pi)) = V(S-‘(A;), pi). Let sP = S* 0 i*(x;) + V(S- ‘(A;), pi) 
and let G; be the norm closure in Z* of S*ui*(Pb). We shall show that 
S*oi*(B,)=n n 
( 
G”,u u P, nS*oi*(B,..). 
> 
(+) 
n cc<yn 0x2 
Indeed, it is clear that S* 0 i*( B,) c n, i J G; u up < z bP) for each E > 0. 
On the other hand, let x** be in B X*. such that S* oi*(x**) belongs to 
n4W (UDcn &)). There exists then fl< tx such that S*oi*(x**) E 
G$ n &, = S* 0 i*(PD) n 8E, G S* 0 i*(F;) n S* o i*( v”,) = S* 0 i*(PD) n Ui) 
since i?$ is open and since S* 0 i* is one-to-one on X. 
But F; n Ufi s c; + &BXe* for some c; in B, hence S* oi*(x**) 
belongs to S*oi* (c>+ EBB..). Since S* is one-to-one on Y* we get that 
i*(x**) - i*(c;) E &By.. 
By letting E= l/n, we get a norm Cauchy sequence (i*(c,)), in i*(B,) 
that converges to i*(c) for some c in B,. Since lim,\li*(x**)-i*(c,)II =0 
we get that i*(x**) = i*(c) and S* 0 i*(x**) belongs to S* 0 i*(B,). 
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Since S* 0 i*(B,.,) is w*-closed in Z*, it follows from (+) that 
S* 0 i*(B,) is a norm Gs in the closed separable subspace of Z* generated 
by S* 0 i*(X). If now F is any norm closed subset of B,, i*(F) is a relative 
o* - G6 in i*(B,), hence S* 0 i*(F) is a relative Gb set in S* 0 i*(X). Thus it 
is a G6 in S* 0 i*(F). 
(2) = (1) If T is a G,-embedding of X into a dual Banach space Z* 
such that T*(B,) has (P), then for any norm closed bounded subset F of 
A’, the map T-‘: T(F) -+ F has a point of continuity. This means that F has 
a point of (5 to /I 11) continuity relative to F, where z is the topology of 
uniform convergence on the set T*(B,) in X*. The claim follows since 
T*(B,) E L&.(X*). 
Note that if (P) is an interpolation property then Z can be chosen in 
such a way that Ball(Z) belongs to dp(Z), which obviously implies (3). 
By combining Theorem II.1 with Theorem I.2 we get the following 
COROLLARY 11.2. A Banach space contains an infinite hounded/y com- 
plete basic sequence if and only if it has the (~~-11 II) P.C.P. for some 
admissible topology tp that is strictly coarser than the norm. 
COROLLARY 11.3. (a) A separable Banach space X has the (T, - I( 11) 
P.C.P. (resp. (~~-11 I( P.C.P.) if and only zf there exists a Cd-embedding from 
X into a reflexive (resp. a separable dual) Banach space. In both cases X is 
hereditarily separable dual. 
(b) X has the (~~-11 11) P.C.P. if and only zf there exists a G,- 
embedding from X into the dual of a Banach space not containing a copy 
Of 1,. 
(c) X has the (o-11 11) P.C.P. if and only if there exists a compact 
G,-embedding into a reflexive Banach space. 
ProoJ: Follows immediately from Theorem 11.1, the discussion pre- 
ceding it, and Corollary 1.6. 
Remark 11.4. The space B, constructed in [lo] does not have the 
(o-11 11) P.C.P. However, it has the (~~-11 11) P.C.P., since it G,-embeds in 
I,. For other examples of spaces with the (T-I) II) P.C.P., where T cannot be 
any of the above-mentioned topologies, we refer to the end of Section III. 
III. CONSTRUCTIONS OF G,-EMBEDDINGS 
This section consiss of three parts. The first two are devoted to the 
construction of new Banach spaces by gluing together a family of infinite- 
dimensional components in a way similar to how the James and James-tree 
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spaces are built from a countable number of copies of the real line. We 
assume that the reader is familiar with the constructions of J [16], JT (as 
analyzed in [IS]), and JT, [lo], since some arguments in the following 
proofs will be immediate adaptations of those techniques and therefore will 
be omitted or sketched. These spaces are used in Section 1II.C to construct 
a strictly increasing transfmite family of classes of Banach spaces that are 
hereditarily separable duals. 
We shall say that a sequence of subspaces (X,), of a Banach space X is 
an I,-skipped blocking decomposition for X if: 
(i) X= [X,1,“, ,, 
(ii) X, n [Xmlmfn = (0) for all integers n, 
(iii) If (m,), and (nk)k are sequences of positive integers such 
that m,<n,+ 1 <mk+, for all k, then there exists 6 > 0 such that 
llc:=cl~/r~kII 2 m,“=, 1% 1 * ‘I2 whenever (Q)~ is a sequence of scalars and 
uk E Y, = X[m,, n,], IIu~I~ = 1 for each k. 
It is easy to see that such a sequence (X,), is then a boundedly complete 
skipped blocking decomposition for X. 
A. The Spaces J,(?Z) and J(S*) 
Let ?Z = (X,, x,);= 0 be a sequence of couples where X, is a Banach 
space and x, is a norm-one vector in X,. (The classical space J will 
correspond to X, = R, x, = 1 for every n E N). 
Denote by j, the canonical injection of X, into 12(.5Y) = (CEO @X,),2. If 
S = {n, n + 1, . . . . m } is a non-empty segment in N and if y E B(X,) consider 
Let us call such a vector an atom; the segment S is the support of the 
atom a, .“. 
Define now, for each finitely supported element x* in (CEO 0 XT), = 
IZ(SF*), IIx*IIJ(%.) = sup(CiE, < x*, a, >*)l’*, where the supremum is taken 
over all finite families (a,),,, of atoms with disjoint supports. 
Note that j,(y) = uini, ,, is an atom for every n E N and y E B(X,), 
therefore the J(X*)-norm is greater than the norm of I,(%*). 
We define J(%*) as the subset of IZ(%*) consisting of the elements x* 
such that I\x*[~,(,~.) < cc, and J,(X) as the closure of 1,(Z) in the dual of 
J(S?“*). 
The following proposition summarizes the properties of J,(X): 
PROPOSITION 111.1. (a) The canonical injections jn: X, + J,(,F) and 
I*, . ’ X,* + J( X* ) are isometries for every n E N. 
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(b) For every segment S in N, the projection P, (resp. Pz ) in J(x*) 
(resp. J,(%“)) has norm one. 
(c) The sequence (j,(X,,))p=, is an &skipped blocking decomposition 
for J,(fO 
ProoJ: Part (a) is easy; for (b) it is enough to notice that Psa is an 
atom (or is 0) for every atom a and segment S. 
For the proof of (c) consider a sequence (nk)rCO of integers such that 
nk+l<nk+, for every k > 0. We shall prove that if (uk)pCO is a sequence 
of norm-one vectors in J,(X) with ak supported by Sk = {nk + 1, . . . . 
n,+,-1) for every k>O then 
for any sequence (a,),“= 0 of reals and every K> 0. 
Let ( y~)~zO be a sequence in J(X*) such that 11 yz)I = 1 and 
(Yk*Y uk ) = 1. Using (b) we may assume that yt is supported by Sk for 
every k>O. Let 
Pk= 1 (x?(j), xj>= (Yk*? %,O>, 
j=nk+ I 
where Tk = Sk V { nk + , }. We have 1~~1 6 1. Let v~EX$~ be such that 
11v~II d 1 and (v,*, xn,) = pk and consider zf = - jn,(vz) + yz E J(%*). We 
have IIz~II < 2 and (z,*, u~~,~) = 0. 
It follows that for every atom a, 
where ai, i= 1, 2, is an atom with support contained in some segment 
in k, ...> nk + , - 1 } (and smaller than the support of a), therefore 
Finally, 
i ‘i=( 5 akz,*, i ukukj 
k=O k=O k=O 
“(k?oa~)1’2’~~~oakuk~~~ 
This finishes the proof our claim. 
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B. The Spaces JT,(X*) and J,T,(%) 
Let T, =Up=O Nk and consider now X=(X,, Dl),ETm, a family of 
couples where each X, is a Banach space and D, is a countable subset of 
the unit sphere of X,. We may consider that the elements of D, are indexed 
by the immediate successors of t in T,, i.e., D, = {d,, i; i E N}. 
If t=(n,, . ..) nk)E T,, we set ItI = k; a segment S in T, is a subset 
1 to, t I, . . . . t,} of T, with to < t, < ... < t, and 1 t,l = I toI + k, k = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Denote by l,(9) and 1,(X*), respectively, the spaces 
Denote by j, the canonical injection of X, in /2(!X). If S = {to, t,, . . . . t,} is 
a segment in T, and y E B(X,“)), define the atom a, ~ by 
n-1 
a s,,v= 1 j,,(d,,+,) +j&) 
k=O > 
(remember that d,, + ,ED,, c X,,). The set S is the support of this atom. 
Define for x* E Iz(X*) 
( ) 
I/2 
II-4 JT,cI*, = sup 1 (x*, a,)’ 3 
iel 
where the supremum is taken over all finite families (ai)iE, of atoms with 
disjoint supports, and define JT,(X*) as the subset of Z2(%) consisting of 
the elements x* for which (I~*ll,,~(~*) < + 03. Finally, define J, T,(X) as 
the closure of I,(Z) in the dual of JT,(X*). Observe first (as in the case of 
J(?Z*)) that the JT,(%*)-norm is greater than the I,-norm. 
Let A be a subset of T,, note P, the projection of E,(X) on the subspace 
of the elements supported by A, and P: the corresponding projection in 
I2(3-^* 1. 
We say that A is a fuZ1 subset of T, if A n S is a segment for every 
segment S of T,. In this case P,a is an atom for every atom a, and this 
yields immediately /P:ll d 1 in JT,(X*) and 11 P,II d 1 in J, T,(X) (and 
of course /[PA**11 < 1 as well). 
Here are typical examples of full subsets of T,: 
(a) L,,.= {tE T,;m< Itl <n}; 
(P) F,= {SET,; t<s}; 
(y) every infinite branch y of T,. 
Concerning this last example, the following easy observation will be 
crucial to what follows: if y = {to, t,, t,, . ..} is an infinite branch (i.e., 
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fk < t, + i and I t,l = k for every k 3 0), the subspace J, T,(%, y ) consisting 
of the elements upported by y is a one-complemented subspace isometric 
to J,(g), where O?/ = ( Y,, y,),“_ 0 is defined by Y,, = X,” and y, = dtn+, for 
every n 3 0 (and similarly for JT,(X*, y) and J(X*)). 
We say that two subsets A and B of T, are incomparable if s and t are 
incomparable whenever s E A and t E B. This is equivalent to saying that 
every segment S intersects at most one of the sets A and B. It follows that 
IIt II i 
1 ui” 2=c Ilu,*Il’ 
for every family (~7) of elements of JT,(%“*) with pairwise incomparable 
supports. 
If (A;) is a family of full subsets of T, which are pairwise incomparable, 
we get then 
for every x* E JT,(X*) 
and 
for every x E J, T,(S). 
(Note that uj Ai is again full. Also notice that the last equality holds 
similarly for the projections P);,* in the second dual of J, T,(X).) 
Observation. If L, = L,,, denotes the kth level in T,, the range of P,, 
is isometric to (C,,, =k OX,),* and the range of PL,,. is isomorphic to 
(C rn<l/l4n OJfth. 
The main point of interest for us about J, T,(T) will be the fact that 
this space G,-embeds in I,(X) (Corollary III.5 below). The proof of this 
property is a simple adaptation of the arguments due to Lindenstrauss and 
Stegall for the study of JT. The first lemma is an immediate adaptation of a 
result from [18]. For an infinite branch y = {t,, t,, t,, . ..} of T, note 
y(n)=t,, and let P,=PF,, where F,={s~T,;s>t). 
LEMMA 111.2. Suppose that x= (x~)~,~= (with x,EX, for every tE T,) 
defines a bounded linear functional on JT,(X*). Zflim inf,, _ 5c IIx,(,)I( = Ofor 
every infinite branch y of T, then we have: 
(a) lim,, m supI, =n II P,xll = 0 and 
(b) x belongs to J,T,(X). 
( We should rather write P: * , as x belongs a priori to the second dual of 
J, T,(X), but we won’t.) 
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Proof. Assuming that conclusion (a) of this lemma is false, we could 
find a sequence (tk)km, ,, in T, and a real number a > 0 such that 
llP,,xII 2 a for every k > 0 and 1 tkl increases to + co with k. 
The sequence (fk) has no subsequence (t;) with pairwise incomparable 
elements since it would imply for A = Uk F,; that IIP,x/12 = 
Ck /IP,;xll’ = + a3. 
By a standard argument it is then possible to find a subsequence (t;) 
consisting of pairwise comparable elements. Let y be the infinite branch of 
T, containing this subsequence. It is easy to see that IIPyCkJxII 2 a for every 
k 3 0. Consider now for each k the set 
U,= {SET,; y(k)<s, 1.r =k+ 1 and s#y(k+ 1)). 
Any choice s, t of different elements in U = UpzO Ui gives incomparable 
elements, therefore 
II II 1 p,x 2= c IIPrXl12. 1eU teu 
We can thus find k, big enough for which 
Note that pycko, - Ck a k. C,, uk f’, = Qk, is the projection corresponding 
to the subset {SET; (~12 k,} of y, and that IIQkxll >a/2 for every k > k,, 
and hence actually )I Qkxll > a/2 for every k 2 0. 
Let x’ be the restriction of x to y. Then x’ belongs to the dual of J(g*), 
where g = (Y,, y,) with Y, =X,+,, and y, =dy(n+lJ for every n 20, and 
IIQkx’ll = IIQkxll > a/2 for every k b 0. Furthermore, lim, infllx;c,,\l = 
lim, infllxy(n)l/ = 0 by hypothesis so that x’ appears, up to an arbitrarily 
small perturbation, as a sum Cp=O XL, where the xys are supported on 
segments Sk such that sup Sk < inf S,, r (in other words, there exists an 
index lk between Sk and Sk+, for which ~‘(1~) N 0); since the partial sums 
x:=, x; are bounded, Proposition 111.1~ yields that x’ E J,(X). But this is 
impossible since II Qkx’/l > a/2 for every k >, 0. 
We shall now show that x actually belongs to J, T,(X). To this end 
let R, = PLO”, where L,,. = {tET,; O<lt <n}, and let us prove that 
lim,(x - R,;) = 0 in J, T,(3). 
Suppose that IIx- R,xll > 6 and let x* EJT,(%*) be such that 
(x*,x- R,x) > 6. Since x* =lim, Rzx* in JT,(%*) we may assume 
that x* is supported by L,, m for some m > n. Hence if x is not the limit of 
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R,,.u in J, T,(Z) we may find a strictly increasing sequence (nk) of integers 
and 6>0 such that I)(R,k+,-Rn,)ll 26 for every k30. 
Set xk = (R,,+, - R,,) x and let xz E JT,(X*) be such that Ilxzjl d 1 and 
IlXkll = <x/F 7 Xk). 
We may assume that x: is supported by L,, + ,, nlr+, . We have 






G 1 IIP:x,*II IIP1XPlI 
lfl i IIt 
G( 1 lIP~xq*.( 1 IlP,xkl12)“2 
,,,I., 111 h”, 
d IIxk*ll 11-%/l d IlXklL 
which means that the inequalities above are actually equalities and in 
particular the part involving the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence 
I\P:xzll = JJx$‘. JIPrxkJJ for every JET with (t( =nk. It follows from 
part (a) of the lemma and from I(xkll 26 that 
lim sup sup/I P: xk* 11 = 0. 
” IrI=n k 
Let us admit for the moment the following claim and finish the proof 
of (b). 
Claim. There exists a subsequence (xt) equivalent to the /,-basis. 
We get then, for every JE N, 
6J<(~lx&x)<K. l~~,x$l~<K’fi for some constants Kand K’. 
This yields 6 = 0, a contradiction. It follows that x belongs to J, T,(E). 
We shall now sketch a proof of the claim. We will actually show that for 
every E > 0 we have 
Ildlx;c+pxk*II <(l +E)(a2+p2)“* for k large enough. 
Let U: be a vector supported by L,, + i, ,,? such that Ilu:ll = 1 and 
\lu: - x: (1~ e/2. Let N be the cardinality of the support of UT and choose 
n > n2 such that 
sup supJIP:x,*II <& 
/tl=n k 
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Assume that k is such that n < nk. If S is a segment hat meets the sup- 
ports of u: and xk , * S must cross the nth level at some t E T,. Therefore 
If (u,);~, is a family of atoms with disjoint supports and if I0 is the subset 
of those indices i E Z such that the support of ai meets both the supports of 
UT and x,*, we have IZ,( 6 N, therefore 
au:+~x,*,a,)2- 1 (au:,ai)2 Qv.&.(a2+B2). 
ic 10 
It follows easily that Ilctu: + fix: 11 2 6 (1 + 6)’ (a’ + f12), from which we can 
get the claim. 
For every n > 0, let Y, be the subspace of .Z, T,(X) equal to the range of 
PL,, with L, = L,, n = {t E T; ItI = n>. We can show the following: 
PROPOSITION 111.3. The sequence (Y,),“=, is a complemented boundedly 
complete skipped blocking decomposition for J, T,(X). 
Proof It is clear that ( Yn)zzO is a complemented Schauder decom- 
position for J, T,(3). Let (nk)pCO be a strictly increasing sequence of 
integers and for every k b 0 let xk be an element of J, T,(z) supported by 
L nk+I,nk+,-l’ 
Assume that the partial sums C,“=, xk are bounded in J, T,(X). It is 
clear that the formal sum x = CpzO xk defines a bounded linear functional 
on J, T,(X*) and that lim, infllx(r(n))li = 0 for every infinite branch y 
(since x vanishes on the level nk, for every k). It follows from Lemma III.2 
that XE J, T,(S) and that the series ~~EOxk converges in J, T,(X). 
Hence if Zk denotes Y,, + 1 + . . + Ynk+, _, , we proved that (Z,) is a 
boundedly complete Schauder decomposition of its closed linear span 
z= CZklkm=,. 
PROPOSITION 111.4. Zf the sequence ( Y,),“= , is a complemented boundedly 
complete skipped blocking decomposition for a Bunach space Y, then there 
exists u G,-embedding of Y into (x:,“= 1 0 Y,,),,. 
Proof For every n > 0, let P, be a bounded linear projection of Y onto 
Y, such that P, P, = 0 if n #m and let (a,,)z=a be a sequence of positive 
real numbers such that C,“=, a,llPnll < 00. Define an operator T from Y 
into (C,“=, 0 Yn),* by TX = (a,P,,x),“_ ,. It is easy to see, using the fact 
that (Y,)z= I is a boundedly complete skipped blocking decomposition, 
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that T is one-to-one. We shall prove that T is a GA-embedding by using 
Theorem 1.1. Let (xk)pE I be a bounded and d-separated sequence in Y (for 
some 6 > 0). Assume that the image ( Txk) is dense in itself; this assumption 
should give a contradiction. 
For l<m<n let Y(m,n)= Y,+ ... + Y, and let Q,,,. be the bounded 
linear projection from Y onto Y(m, n) equal to C;=, Pi. We shall define by 
induction a subsequence (yk)FC , of (xk)km, r a strictly increasing sequence 
(nk)km_ 1 of integers, and a sequence (z+)F=, such that uk E Y(n, + 1, 
n,+,-l)and )Iy,-((u,+...+u,)ll<6/4foreveryk31. 
It would follow that /Iuk(l > 6/2 but the series Ck3, uk has bounded 
partial sums, leading to a contradiction. 
We simply start the induction with y, =x1, n, = 0, and select U, E Y with 
“finite support” such that I/y, -u, 11 <S/4 and n, > n, such that 
UIE Y(l,n,- 1). 
Assume )Iyk - (ul + ... +u,)ll<6/4-&, &>O. 
Since (TX,),“=, is supposed to be dense in itself we may select y, + , in the 
set {xn; n 3 l} such that P,(y,+ 1 - yk) is as small as we wish for 
1 dn<n,+,. Assume that llQl.n,+,(y,+,- yk)ll <s/8. We may find 
n,+,>n,+, and ok+l~ Y(l,nk+,-l) so that II(Y~+,-Y~)-~~+,II G 
N3IlQl,.,+, II)<@ hence IIQ,,.,+,((~,+~-yk)-~~+~}ll GE/~ thus 
ll(Y kfl -y&)-++,II<&/2 with Uk+,=(z-Q,,nk+,)Uk+l. It fOllOWS that 
IIY &+,-(U,+ ... +&+,))I <d/4-~/2<6/4. 
COROLLARY 111.5. For every family X=(X,, Df)ref,, the space 
J,T,(X) G,-embeds in 12(X). 
Proof: We only need to recall that Y,, = Range(PJ is isometric to 
CC,;,,, = n 0 X,L2 for every n 2 0. 
C. Iterations of Gs-Embeddings 
Let %? be a class of Banach spaces. We define by translinite induction an 
increasing family of classes (VU), < R of Banach spaces in the following 
manner. 
(i) %$=U. 
(ii) If a = p-t 1 we let %‘% be the class of spaces X such that there 
exist Y in %‘D and a G&-embedding T from X into Y. 
(iii) If a is a limit ordinal, we let +c?~ be the class of spaces that are the 
/,-sums of spaces in Ug < oL %‘p and their closed subspaces. 
In the sequel we shall identify two isomorphic Banach spaces. 
We shall first need the following stability properties of G,-embeddings. 
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PROPOSITION 111.6. (a) Let Ti be a G&-embedding from a Banach space 
Xi into Yj (i = 1, 2). Then T = (T, , T,) is a G,-embedding from X, @ X, into 
Y, 0 y2. 
(b) For each n > 1, let T,, be a G,-embedding from a Banach space X, 
into Y, such that T,T( Y,*) n B(X,*) norms X,, then the operator T= (T,), is 
a G&-embedding from (C,, 0 X,,)lz into (C, 0 Y,,),,. 
Proof. (a) Suppose T is not a G&-embedding. There exists then by 
Theorem I.1 a bounded sequence (x”), = (x7, x;), in X, @ X, that is 
d-separated for some 6 > 0 and such that (TX”), is dense in itself. Let F be 
the norm closure of {x;, n E N} in Xi. Since T, is a G,-embedding there 
exists t in F such that T,(t) is a point of continuity for T; ’ : T,(F) + F. 
Hence there exists an open set w, in Y, such that T;‘(w, n Tl(F))c 
B( t, d/4). Note that the set U = {x”; T, x; E 0,) is such that T(U) is dense in 
itself in Y, x Y, and 11x7 - xyil < 6/2 whenever xn, xm belong to U. It 
follows that the sequence {x;; xn E U> is d/Zseparated and its image by T, 
is dense in itself, which is clearly a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose T= (T,), is not a G,-embedding and let (x@)), be a 
S-separated sequence in the unit ball of (C,, OX,,),, whose image by T is 
dense in itself. Denote by S, the operator (T,, T,, . . . . Tk) and by rtk the 
projection from (C, OX,,),, onto X, @ ... OX,. We shall construct induc- 
tively a strictly increasing sequence of integers (Nk)k and a decreasing 
sequence of open sets (uk) in (c,, 0 X,,)[, such that: 
(i) For each k, the set {TX”; x” E U,} is dense in itself. 
(ii) For each x in uk, we have (x2;‘, Ilx,li*)“*>6/4. 
Since the first step is like the proof of part (a), we shall proceed with the 
inductive step. Suppose Uk is an open set such that {TX”; x” E U,} is dense 
in itself. Let F= cl{ rcNkx”; xn E uk}. Since S,, is a G&-embedding there exist 
a point t, in F and an open set wk in Y, @ ... @ Y,, such that 
S;i [ok n S,,(F)] c B(tk, E), where & < 6/4. 
The image by T of the open set vk = {x”; xn~ Uk and S,,rt,,,,x”~o,} is 
then dense in itself. Note that for any two vectors xm and x’ in V, we 
have llrcNk(xm -x’)ll < 2s. On the other hand, vk contains at least two 
distinct points xm and x’. Since (x”), is d-separated we must have 
E,‘=“,, + 1 llxy - xfll *y* > 6 - 2s. It follows that one of them, say xm, 
verities (C,“=“,, + i Ilxy II 2)“2 > (d/2) - E. Find now N, + i such that 
cc2%k+, llxTl12P2 > (J/2) - 6. Let now y,* in Y,* for j= Nkr . . . . N, + i 
such that 
Nk + I 
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The open set Uk+,= {X”E V,; ~~~~~+, (y,*, T,x;)>(6/2)-s) clearly 
verifies claims (i) and (ii). 
To finish the proof of the proposition, it is now enough to notice that the 
restriction of any x in U, to any block X,,+ , @ . . . @ XC,+, (i < k) has 
norm greater than 6/4. Hence if k is large enough, any x in U, has a norm 
exceeding one. This contradicts the fact that {x”),, is in the unit ball. 
We shall say that a class %3 of Banach spaces is stable under emheddings 
(resp. G,-embeddings) if whenever X E V? and Y embeds (resp. Cd-embeds) 
in X then YE%?. 
It is said to be stable under I,-sums if whenever (X,,), is a sequence of 
spaces in %?, then (C, OX,,),, belongs to %‘. 
We can now state the following. 
COROLLARY 111.7. If V is a class of separable Banach spaces that is 
stable under embeddings and I,-sums then the same holds for each em, where 
CC < R. The c/ass WQ is also stable under G,-embeddings. Moreover, every 
Banach space with a complemented boundedly complete skipped blocking 
decomposition into subspaces in ‘%* also belongs to %&. 
Proof: The case of limit ordinals follows immediately from the 
definition. Suppose now (X,), is a sequence of spaces in 9$ and c1= /I + 1, 
where Vfi is stable under embeddings and [,-sums. There exists for each n a 
G&-embedding S, from X, into a space Y,, in VP. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2, there exists for each n a Cd-embedding T,: X,, -+ Y,, @ 1, = Z, 
such that T,*(Z,*) n B(X,*) norms X,. It follows from Proposition III.6 that 
(C, OX,),, G,-embeds in (C, @Zn),*. It is now enough to notice that 
each Z, = Y,@l, belongs to qfl by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
CL @Xn),,E% 
The case of stability under embeddings follows from the fact that the 
restriction of a G,-embedding to a closed subspace is also a G&-embedding. 
The last statement follows from the above coupled with Proposition 111.4. 
For the rest of this section we need the following notations: Let X be a 
separable Banach space and let D be a countable subset of the unit sphere 
of X. Let %? be a class of Banach spaces. We shall say that (X, D) is g- 
singular if for every operator T from X into a space Z in V we have 
infdcDll Tdll =O. We shall write J, T,(X, D) for the space J, T,(3) 
associated to the family X = (X,, D,; t E T,), where X, = X and D, = D for 
each t E T,. Recall from Section 1II.B that j, is the canonical injection from 
X, to J,T,(X, D). 
LEMMA 111.8. Suppose (X, D) is g-singular, where %? is a class of spaces 
stable under finite sums and containing the finite-dimensional Banach spaces. 
Let X, = J, T,(X, D) and D, = U,, r,jr(D). Then (X,, 0,) is %,-singular. 
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Proof: Let Y be a space in the class Vi and let T be an operator from 
X, into Y. We shall prove that infdeD, 11 TdJI = 0. Suppose not and let 6 > 0 
such that 1) Tj,(d)ll > 6 for all t E T, and do D. Since YE %?, , there exist Z in 
V? and a G,-embedding S: Y --* Z. With the notations of Section IILB, we 
let A = {a,.,; S is a segment of T, } s X, . That is, a, 0 = C;: h j,,(d,,+ ,), 
where d,, + ,E D,, c X,, whenever S is the segment {t,, t,, . . . . t,}. We shall 
prove the following. 
Claim. For all E > 0 and ali I,, . . . . I, in A with l/T,?, - TZ,l\ > 6 for 
j= 2, . . . . k, there exists zk + , in A such that 11 Tik + I - TZjll > 6 for j = 1, . . . . k 
and IISTZ, + 1 - ST,?, II d E. 
For that let f,=C;$j,,(d,,+,), where ti<t,+l and ltil =i for 
i=o, 1, ..*, n-l. Let $>A>0 be such that llT~?,-T~J>6/(1--1) for 
j = 2, . . . . k. 
Let now (yJr= , be a finite subset of Ball( Y*) that l/( 1 + A)-norms the 
vectors { ( Tc?, - TZj); j = 2, . . . . k}. For each t E T,, consider the operator 
R,: X-+ (ZOI”,), defined by x+ (STj,(x), (y,*(Tj,x))r=,). Note that 
(ZOc!L belongs to %‘. Since (X, D) is g-singular we get that 
inf,, oJIR,dll 3. = 0. Hence, by applying this to R,n we get a d in D such 
that IlSTj,,(d)ll <E’ and ly,*(Tjtfld)l <E’ for all a= 1, . . . . m, where 
E’ = inf(s, 6A2/( 1 - A2)). 
Let i k+, =K, + jJd,“+,), where db+,=d. Note that zk+,eA and, for 
j = 2, . . . . k, 
IIT%+,- Tz,ll = IIT(~,-~j)+ Tj,n(dtn+,)ll 
>& IIT(~,-~j)ll -s * 
6 6A2 6. ‘m-m= 
On the other hand, 11 T,f,+ 1 - Tf, /I = II Tj,,(d,“+,)ll > 6 by hypothesis. 
Moreover, II ST( I, + , -a,)]1 = IISTj,n(d,n+,)ll <E. This finishes the proof of 
the claim. 
It is now easy to construct a d-separated and bounded subset of T(A) 
whose image by S is dense in itself. It follows that S is not a G,-embedding, 
a contradiction. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 111.9. Let %?,, be a class of separable Banach spaces that is 
stable under embeddings and I,-sums. If %$ is not stable under Gg-embeddings 
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then none of the ‘+F?~,‘s (c( < Q) is stable under G,-embedding (i.e., $F$ $ %, * 
%a s %,I for each M < Q). 
Proof We proceed by translinite induction. We distinguish two cases: 
(a) If a is an ordinal of the form a = p + 1, where Vfi $ VP+, = 5$. 
Let X be a Banach space in qfi+, \VD and let D be a countable dense set in 
its unit sphere. Note that (A’, D) is then 5$-singular. By Lemma 111.8, the 
space (Xi, D i ) is VX-singular, where Xi = J, T, (X, D) and D , = U I E Tj,( D). 
Hence X, $ %$. On the other hand, X, G,-embeds in 12(X) by 
Corollary 111.5. Hence XE Ce, + , by Corollary 111.7. 
(b) Suppose now c1 =lim, CX, with cz, < a and let (X,,, D,) be gXa.- 
singular, where A’, is a Banach space that G&-embeds in a space of %‘%, and 
D, is a countable dense set in the unit sphere of A’,. Let Y= (C, @X,),d. 
By Proposition 111.4, Y Gd-embeds in (C, 0 X,)[, hence YE ‘3$+, . It 
remains to prove that Y $ Vz. For that let D be the subset of Y equal to 
U, j,(D,). We shall show that (Y, D) is Vm-singular. Let T be an operator 
from Y into (C, @ Yn),2, where each Y, E lJs<= VP. For each k, there exists 
nk such that Y, 0 Y, 0 . . . 0 Yk E %&. Let rc/, denotes the projection from 
(C,, @ Y,),* onto Y,@ Y, 0 ... 0 Y,. We have infdsDnkIlnk T(j,,(d))ll =O 
since (X,, , D,, ) is %&-singular. If 
inf II Tj,(d)ll a 6 
dt D. 
n‘zN 
for some 6 > 0, a standard gliding hump argument allows us to construct a 
strictly increasing sequence of integers (mk) and d, in D,, such that 
T(j,,(d,)) is “essentially supported” on Y,,, , 0 ... 0 Y,,,,+, for each k. 
This would imply that the sequence (j,,(d,)), is equivalent to the unit 
vector basis of 1, since II T(j,,(d,))ll > 6 for all k, which is clearly 
impossible. It follows that Y $ VX and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
For a Banach space Y, we shall denote by V,,(Y) the class of all Banach 
spaces that embed isomorphically in Y. 
COROLLARY 111.10. (a) Suppose there exists a separable Banach space 
A’ which is not in W,,(Y), then there exists a separable Banach space which is 
not in %7,( Y). 
(b) Zf Y is isomorphic to its square and zf %$o( Y) $ ‘Zl( Y) then 
WJY) $ Wz+,(Y)for each cc<Q. 
Proof. (a) Let D be a countable dense subset of the unit sphere of X. 
Since (X, D) is 9$( Y)-singular it follows from Lemma III.8 that the space 
X, = J, T,(X, D) is %?,( Y)-singular. 
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(b) It is enough to show that Vi(Y) is stable under I,-sums, since 
part (a) implies that U,(Y) g +$(Y) and Theorem III.9 could then be 
applied to %i( Y). Since Y is isomorphic to its square, there exists, by a 
result in [23], a one-to-one operator T: I,(Y) + Y that maps norm closed 
bounded sets of I,(Y) into norm closed bounded sets in Y (i.e., a Tauberian 
operator). If now (X,,), is a sequence of spaces in %‘r( Y), Proposition III.6.b 
gives that (C,, 0 X,,),, G,-embeds in I,( Y). If S is such a GA-embedding it is 
clear that TS is also a G,-embedding, hence (C,, OX,),z also belongs to 
g* t 0 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let %$= {12}. T k a e a Banach space that G,-embeds in 
I, without being a subspace of 1, (for instance I,). It follows from 
Theorem III.9 that the classes (wX(12))a<n are strictly increasing. Note that 
any X in %&(f,) is hereditarily separable dual by Theorem 1.2. Also note 
that the separable Banach spaces known to have this property (separable 
duals, spaces with the P.C.P. or R.N.P.) belong to the class %‘,(lz). The 
space J, T,(l,, D), where D is a countable dense set in the sphere of I,, 
G&-embeds in &(Ii), which in turn G&-embeds in I,. On the other hand, 
Lemma III.8 shows that no G,-embedding exists from J, T,(I,, D) into E,. 
To recover the JT,-space construction [lo] we have to proceed in the 
following way: 
(2) Let gO= (I,) and note that lz~%,\‘%‘O. Let D be the set of the unit 
vector basis in I,. Since any operator from I, into I, is compact, the couple 
(I,, D) is %$-singular. The space JT,(f,, D) is then nothing but the space 
JT, studied in [lo], and J, T,(I,, D) is the predual B, of JT,. We shall 
denote these spaces by JT,, , and J, T,, i, respectively. The space J, T,, z 
will be J, T(J, T,, , , D,), where D, = U ,E rjr(D) and j, are the canonical 
embeddings from I, into J, T,, 1. By induction we can define for each 
integer n a Banach space JT,,. that can be mapped into 1, via n 
G,-embeddings but cannot be mapped into 1, via (n - 1) G,-embeddings. 
(3) Let @, be the class of all separable Banach spaces that embed 
into the dual of a Banach space not containing I,. Clearly, %$ is stable 
under embeddings and /,-sums.. Denote by Z the ym-space with the R.N.P. 
constructed in [3]. By Theorem II.1 of [lo], Z G,-embeds into f2 hence 
Z E %, . On the other hand, it is shown in [4] that Z $ %&. It follows that 
&, $ V, and, from Theorem 111.9, wX s %?* +, for all c1< Q. If D is now a 
countable dense subset of the unit sphere of Z, we have that (2, D) is 
%,-singular, hence the space J, T,(Z, D) can be mapped into I, via two 
G,-embeddings but there is no G&-embedding from J, T,(Z, D) into the 
dual of a Banach space not containing 1,. 
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IV. THE RADON-NIKODYM PROPERTY REVISITED 
In this section we continue the investigation, started in [lo], about the 
“global structure” of Banach spaces with the P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.). 
Recall that a one-to-one operator T: X -+ Y is said to be a semi-embedding 
if the image of the ball of X is closed in Y. It is called an Ha-embedding if 
for every closed convex bounded separable subset C of X, we have 
TtC)\T(C) = U, D,,, where each D, is closed and convex (i.e., T(C) is an 
H,-set in its closure). 
The first result is a sharpening of Theorems II.1 and III.1 of [lo]. 
THEOREM IV.l. Let X be a separable Banach space. The following are 
then equivalent : 
(1) X has the P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.). 
(2) There exist a semi-embedding S from X into cO and an operator R 
from cO into 1, such that RS is a compact G&-embedding (resp. an H,- 
embedding). 
(3) There exists a subspace B of X with a boundedly complete F.D.D. 
such that X/B has an F.D.D. and the P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.). 
Proof (1) * (2) Assume first that X has the P.C.P. By Theorem IV.7 
of [ 141 there exists a separable subspace Y of X* such that X is isometric 
to a subspace of Y* and a family of norm one vectors { yn, l; 1 d i< m,, 
nGN} in Y such that 
x= {Y*E y*; I@!:,:; ly*(y,,i,l =O} 
. . n 
= {y* E Y*; lim ,z;; 1 y*( y, i)] = 0). 
n . . n 
Let (e,,i; n E N, 1 < i < m,} be an enumeration of the unit vector basis of 
1, and let Tz be the operator from 1, into Y that maps e, i to yn, i for each 
(n, i). Let now (f,), be a sequence in Ball(Y) that separates the points of 
Y*. Let T, be the operator from 1, into Y defined by T,(e,)=2-“f, for 
each n, where (e,) is again the unit vector basis of 1,. Note that the 
operator (T:, T,*): Y -+ 1, @ 1, is one-to-one and maps X into c,, 0 c,,. On 
the other hand, if (x~)~ is a sequence in the unit ball of X such that 
((T:, T;)(x~))~ is norm convergent in c,@ cO, then there exists y* in 
Ball( Y*) such that (T:, T;)( y*) = lim,( T:, T,*)(xi). But this means that 
(x~)~ converges to y* uniformly on the set {y,,, in N, 1 <i < m,}, hence 
lim, max,,,<m _ _ n I y*( y,, i)l = 0 and y* belongs to Ball(X). It follows that the 
restriction S of (T:, T,*) to X is a semi-embedding into c,, @ cO. 
Let now T, be a compact dense range operator from 1, into I,@ 1, 
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and let R be the restriction of TT: I, @I, + l2 to cO@cO. Note that 
the operator Tf 0 (T:, T:): Y* -+ 1, is compact, one-to-one, and w* to 
norm continuous. Moreover, we have B,.\B,= iJk Lk, where each 
L,= (y*EB,,.;max , GiGm,l y*(e,, i)I > l/k, Vn >k} is o*-compact. It 
follows that RS( B,) is a G,-set in I,. 
If now X has the R.N.P., we have then in addition to the properties used 
above that B,.\B, = U, K,,, where each K, is w*-compact and convex 
(Proposition IV.2 of [ 141). The same construction gives then that RS is an 
H&-embedding into I,. 
(2) * (1) Follows immediately from Theorems II.1 and III.1 of [lo]. 
(1) * (3) Assume X has the P.C.P. By Theorem IV.7 of [ 141, there 
exists a separable subspace Y of X* such that X is isometric to a subspace 
of Y* and Y*\X=lJ, K,, where each K, is w*-compact satisfying 
d(K,, X) > E, > 0. Since X is separable, we can suppose by a result of Davis 
and Johnson [7] that the norm of Y* verifies the following property: 
(+) If (x,, x} is a sequence in X such that o* -lim, x, =x and 
lim,llx,II = llxll then lim,llx, - XII = 0. 
Note also that Y is norming for X and X is a subspace of Y* that is 
norming for Y. It follows from Proposition l.f.3 of [19] and the remark 
following it that there exists a biorthogonal system (y,),“_, in Y and 
(x,),T= i in X so that [y,],T= 1 = Y and [x, I,“=, = X is norming over Y. We 
shall use the following easy observation: 
(+ + ) If E is a finite-dimensional subspace of X and K is a w*- 
compact subset of Y* such that d(K, E) > E > 0, then for any p > 0, 
there exists N such that 
For any y* in K, there exist y in [y,]y=, with y(y*) > s/2 
and ]y(x)l bpllxll for all x in E. 
In other words, there exists a finite number of functionals that separate 
K from E. 
By combining this remark with the properties of the biorthogonal 
system, we can construct inductively (as in Theorem IV.4 of Johnson and 
Rosenthal [17]) finite sets clcezc ... and rl,cr~~c ... so that 
c = u,“= 1 6, and q = lJ,“= 1 v, are complementary infinite subsets of the 
positive integers in such a way that the following hold for each n > 1: 
(a) llvll d (1 + (l/n)) ~uP{Ix(Y); llxll = 1, XE CX~I~~~,~~,} for all Y 
in CYilita; 
(b) llxll d (1 + (l/n)) su~{Iy(x)l; IIYII = 1, Y E CY~I~,~~,~,+~~ for all 
x in Cx,licrl.. 
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(c) For any y* in K,,, there exists y in [yi],,q,,,,+, such 
that y(y*)>c,/2 and ly(x)J<p,l/xll for all XE[X~]~~~,, where 
~,=(%/3). CCard(~,).max(lIy,ll; i~l~,)~su~{llY*Il; Y*EK}I-‘. 
For a set A in Y (resp. B in Y*) we denote by A’ (resp. BT) the 
orthogonal of A (resp. B) in Y* (resp. in Y). 
For every n let S, and T, be the projections on Y defined by S, y = 
Lo, xi(y) yi (respectively T,,Y =I&,,. X,(Y) Y,). 
We obtain as in [ 173 the following: 
6) IIT* “Iclil:,,~+, II < 1 + l/n for all n >, 1; 
(ii) /IS ,Il c.,I;,,nll 6 1 + l/n for all n 2 1; 
and if 2 denotes the space [ yilit,, = [xi]:,, then 
(iii) (S,,,),“= i determines on F.D.D. for Z; 
(iv) (T~,z~)~~ 1 determines a w*-F.D.D. for Z’ = (Y/Z)* = the 
o*-closure in Y* of [xilrsV. 
We now claim that for each n, we have K, n [yi]fEGn+, = @. If not let y* 
be an element in the intersection. By (c), there exists y in [ yiliE ‘Inv in+ j such 
that 
Y(Y*) >; and Iy(x)l d PnllXll for all XE CXilitqn. 
Write y=z,+z,, where Z~E [yilitln and Z?E [yiliEa.+,. Since yap 
CYilk0,+, we get y(y*)=z,(y*)+z,(y*)=z,(y*). Hence z,(y*)>s,/2 
since y* E K,. 
On the other hand, (y(x)/ = Iz,(x) + zz(x)l < PJxII for all x in [xillEqn. 
Since cr, + , n qn = @ we get that lz,(x)l 6 ~~llxll for all x in [xilitqn. Write 
now ZI =Cicffn tl,yi with rxi E R. We get that lz,(x,)l = 1~~1 < pn for each i in 
qn. Hence 
and 
a contradiction. It follows that ZL = (Y/Z)*, which is the intersection of 
{[TYil;LEa,+l ; n 3 01, is disjoint from all the K,‘s, hence Z’ = (Y/Z)* is a 
closed subspace of X. If now XE Z’ then w*-lim,T,*x = x by (iv) and 
lim,llT,*xll = llxll by (i). Since all these vectors belong to A’, the property 
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( + ) of the norm gives that lim,II T,*x - xl/ = 0 and the space B = ( Y/Z)* 
has a boundedly complete F.D.D. 
Let now J be the injection of Z into Y. The quotient map J*: Y* + Z* = 
Y*/B has its kernel B = Zl = (Y/Z)* in X, hence J*(X) is norm closed in 
Z* and Z*\J*(X) = J*( Y*)\J*(X) = J*( Y*\X) = (J,, J*(K,). It follows 
that J*(X) is a w* - G, in Z* and hence has the P.C.P. [lo]. 
It remains to show that X/B = J*(X) has an F.D.D. For that, note that 
since the sequence of projections (R,), = (S,,,), is an F.D.D. for Z, the 
sequence (R,*), determines a o*-F.D.D. for Z*. Moreover, R,*(J*y*)= 
Cite, y,(y*) J*(x,) for each n B 1, hence R,* maps J*(X) into itself. Since X 
is the norm closed linear span of [xi],:, , J*(X) is the norm closed linear 
span of [J*(xi)liao. It is now easy to conclude that (R,*,,.,,,), is an 
F.D.D. for J*(X) = X/B. 
If now X has the R.N.P., the same proof applies with the additional con- 
dition that Y*\X= lJ,, K:, with each Kk is w*-compact and convex 
(Theorem IV.8 of [ 143). Since J*( Y*)\J*(X) = lJ, J*(K:,), the space 
./*(X)=X/B is then a w* -H, subset of Z*, hence it has the 
Radon-Nikodym property (Theorem I.8 of [ 141). 
(3) * (1) This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the 
P.C.P. is a three-space property. We refer to [lo] for a proof based on an 
unpublished result of J. Bourgain. For a self-contained and different proof 
we refer to [24]. The fact that the R.N.P. is a three-space property was 
proved by G. A. Edgar (p. 211 of [S]). 
We now give a sharpening of Theorem (3) of [ 111. Note first that if X is 
a separable Banach space which has codimension one in its double dual, 
then X= Ker(f), where f is a functional in X*** that is in the Baire first 
class for the o*-topology of X ** In the following proposition we show . 
that, conversely, one can associate to any first Baire class functional, a 
Banach space that is of codimension one in its second dual. 
PROPOSITION IV.2. Let Y be a separable Banach space and let f be a 
functional in Y** that is in the first Baire class for the co*-topology on Y*. 
There exist then a separable dual Banach space Z with dim(Z**/Z) = 1, 
a functional g in Z*, and an operator S: Y* + Z such that S*g =f: 
Proof Since f is w*-Baire-one on Y *, there exists a bounded sequence 
(y,) in Y that converges pointwise on Y* to f: Let now T be the operator 
that maps the unit vector basis (e,) of 1, to (y,). Note that the operator 
T*: Y* -1, maps actually Y* into the subspace c of 1, consisting of the 
converging sequences. The set W= T*(B,.) is then norm separable and 
w*-compact in 1,. Apply now the interpolation theorem [6] to W and 1, ; 
we obtain a separable Banach space Z, a “canonical injection” R: Z--f I,, 
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and an operator S: Y* -+ Z such that T* = RS. Note now that 
WE c = c0 + R and W is a( I,, [, ) compact hence dim(Z* */Z) = 1 by 
Lemma 4 of [6]. Finally, since Z is separable let (R*eL), be a subsequence 
of (R*e,), that o*-converges to g in Z*. It is clear that S*g=J: 
THEOREM IV.3. Let X be a separable Banach space with the R.N.P. such 
that X* contains a norming subspace for X not containing an isomorphic 
copy of lI. Then there exist a separable dual E with E**JE = 1, and a semi- 
embedding S from X into E. 
Proof: By Theorem IV.9 of [ 143, there exists a separable Banach space 
Y not containing an isomorphic copy of I, such that X is isometric to a 
subspace of Y and a family of norm one vectors { y,,; n E N; m E N > in Y 
such that each sequence (y,,), is weak Cauchy in Y and X= ( y* E Y*; 
lim, y*( y,,) = 0 for all n EN}. For each n > 1 let f,, be the functional in 
Y** equal to the pointwise limit of (y,,), on Y* and let (Z,, g,, S,) be 
the triplet associated to (Y, f,) by Proposition IV.2: that is, dim(Z,**/Z,)= 1, 
S,: Y* + Z, and Sz g, = f,,. Since Xc Ker(f,) we have S,*(X) E Ker(g,). 
Let now S, be a one-to-one compact operator from Y** into I,. The Banach 
space E = I2 @ (C,“= I @ Z,),l is then a separable dual and E**/E = I,. 
Moreover, the operator S: Y* --f E defined by S= (S,, (2-“S,),b1 1 
is one-to-one and verifies S( B,) c (I,, , Ker( g,) n S( By*) c S( B,), where 
the g,,‘s are identified with functionals Tn E*. Hence S is a semi-embedding 
of X into E. 
We now deal with the following still open question: Let X be a Banach 
space such that all of its subspaces with a Schauder basis have the P.C.P. 
(resp. the R.N.P.). Does X have then the P.C.P. (resp. the R.N.P.)? We 
shall give an affirmative answer in two particular cases. The first is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1. For related results we refer to 
CL 21. 
PROPOSITION IV.4. Let Y be a separable Banach space. A separable 
subspace X of Y* is a CO* - Gs set in Y* if and only ifall its subspaces with a 
Schauder basis are w* - G, sets in Y*. 
Proof. Note first that by Lemma II.1 of [lo], all the closed subsets of 
X are o* - G6 sets in Y* whenever X is. On the other hand, suppose X is 
not an o* - G, subset in Y* and let T be a dense range compact operator 
from I, into Y. This means that the restriction of T* to X is not a 
G,-embedding. Since T(I,) clearly norms X, Theorem I.1 applies and we 
obtain a subspace Z of X with a Schauder basis on which T* is not a 
G,-embedding into I,. This means that Z is not a o* - Gd subset of Y*. 
Remark IV.5. As noted in [ 141, the fact that X is a o* - G, subset of 
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Y* is equivalent to saying that all bounded closed subsets of X have point 
of w* to norm continuity (i.e., X has (a*-/I 11) P.C.P. Hence the above 
conjecture holds in such a setting. The difficulty in the case of “weak to 
norm” P.C.P. lies in the fact that the weak topology is not in general 
metrizable. This can be overcome in the following case. 
THEOREM IV.6. Let X be a Banach space not containing an isomorphic 
copy of I,. Then X has the P.C.P. if and only if all its subspaces with a 
Schauder basis have the P.C.P. 
Proof: If X fails the P.C.P., there exists a closed bounded subset C of X 
such that every point x E C belongs to the weak closure of C\B(x, 1). In a 
first step we construct a family (x,),, TL of points of C such that 
VtE T,, x*=w- lim x r. n n-m 
and 
I/x,-xt,nll > 1 for every n. 
We find it more convenient here to consider that T, = UkzO Nk, where 
N, = N\(O). We shall list the elements of T, in the following way: if 1 is 
an integer, set 
S,={t={n,,...,n,)~T,;n,+ ... +n,=l); 
equipped with the lexicographical order, next we order T, by successively 
listing S,= {@}, S,, S,, . . . Let (t,,)pEo be the enumeration of T, obtained 
in this way. (Namely, 
to=@, f,=(l), tZ=(l, l), t3=(2), t4=(lr 1, l), tS=(1,2), etc.) 
Assume that x0 E C has been given and that for each t E {to, ti, . . . . t,}, a 
sequence (x,, k)km, I of points of C has been defined so that 
x,=w-limx,, and lb, - x,, kll ’ 1 for every k> 1. 
k 
We can write t,+, = (s, I) with SE {tl, . . . . t,} and I> 1. 
Therefore the point x,“+, is already defined but no point of the form 
Xh+,.k, k 2 1, has been introduced so far. Since X does not contain I, and 
since x,~ + , belongs by hypothesis to the weak closure of C\B(xtn+, , 1) we 
may find a sequence x,~+,,~ of points of C\B(x,“+,, 1) that converges 
weakly to x,,+,. We have thus shown the possibility of constructing the 
family (x,),, T, by induction. 
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In a second step, we are going to define another family (u,),, T, of points 
of C such that: 
6) U, = w - lim, u,, k for every t E T, . 
(ii) IIu~--u~II > 1 if s#r, Vs, tE T,. 
(iii) If we write t,= (s,, k,) for n> 1, the sequence uO=uQI, 
u,, = u,~ - u,” for n 3 1 is basic. 
After this is done, the proof is complete since the subspace with basis 
[v,],“,~ will contain the set (u,),,r., which is l-separated in norm and 
weakly dense in itself. 
We shall construct by induction a mapping cp from T, into itself in such 
a way that cp(@) = @ and that cp(t, k) is of the form (q(t), f) for every 
t E T, and k E N,. We will then set U, =x,(,). 
Suppose that q(t) has been defined for t E (to, t,, . . . . t,} in such a way 
that q(t, k) is of the form (q(t), I); suppose that the vectors u,=x,(,) are 
such that 
IIU, - 4 > 1 if s#t, t/s, tE {to, t, )...) tn}. 
Consider now t, + , = (s,, + , , k, + 1 ). Let A, be a finite subset of B(X*) 
which norms up to E the finite-dimensional subspace [u,; t E {t,, t, , . . . . tn} 1 
of x. 
Since x p(sn+l),~ goes weakly to x~(~,+,)=~~,+, with lI~~~s,+,~,I-~~~s,+,~II 
> 1 and since /Iu, - u,~+~II > 1 for t #s,+ I we may find 7 such that: 
(4 I(x*~x,(,~+,)J -x,(,~+,J <~2”? vx*=L 
(b) ?>max(l,; j= 1, . . . . n}, where the 1,‘s are such that 
cP(tj)=(cP(sj), lj) forjdn. 
(cl Ilxcpcs,+,,,7 -u,(I > 1 for every te {t,, t,, . . . . t"}. 
We define cp(t,+,)=(cp(s,+,),7) and u,~+,=x~~~“+,). Suppose that the 
whole family (u,), E r, has been constructed according to this inductive 
procedure. We see that the sequence (cp(t, k))p= , is of the form (cp( t), I,) 
with I, increasing (using (b)), therefore Us,, k) is a subsequence of (x,(,), [),z, 
hence 
u, = Xv(,) = w - lim x,(,), , = w - lim Us,, k) I k 
for every t E T. We have IIu, - u,II > 1 for s # t by construction, and it is 
standard to show that the conditions of (a) imply that (u,);= 1 is a basic 
sequence. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
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V. REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
We shall discuss in this section some of the open problems in infinite- 
dimensional Banach space theory from the new point of view dictated by 
the results of this paper. 
PROBLEM (1). Does every separable Banach space have an inlinite- 
dimensional quotient with a shrinking basis [17]? 
Note that in view of the results of Johnson and Rosenthal [17], this 
question is equivalent to whether every dual of a separable Banach space Y 
contains an infinite boundedly complete basic sequence. Without loss of 
generality one can assume that I, does not embed in Y since then c0 will be 
a quotient of Y [17]. 
A first possible approach to attack this problem is to find separable sub- 
spaces of Y* with the R.N.P. since such spaces contain lots of boundedly 
complete basic sequences (Corollary II.1 of [lo]). Since 1, does not embed 
in Y, the separable Radon-Nikodym subspaces X of Y* are exactly those 
X’s whose orthogonal in Y** are o*-separable (Theorem IV.9 of [14]). It 
follows that Problem (1) is equivalent to: 
PROBLEM (1’). Let Y be a separable Banach space not containing a 
copy of I,. Is there a separable and infinite-dimensional subspace X of Y* 
whose orthogonal in Y** is o*-separable? 
The shortcoming of this approach is that “most” subspaces of Y* do not 
have a o*-separable orthogonal in Y** whenever Y* is not separable, 
Indeed, a subspace X of Y* such that X’ is w*-separable is always of the 
form X= n, Ker(f,), where (f,) is a countable sequence of functionals in 
Y**. Since I, does not embed in Y, a theorem of Ode11 and Rosenthal [20] 
gives that the cardinality of X** is 2Q, hence there exist at most 
(2x~)“[~ = 2”~ subspaces of Y* with o*-separable orthogonals. On the other 
hand, if Y* is not separable, a result of Stegall [21] gives the existence of a 
biorthogonal system (y$ , y,* *)= t I in Y* x Y* * with card(Z) = 2x~ = c. If we 
set XA = LA Ker(y,**) for each subset A of Z, it is easy to see (since 
y,**(y$) = dUp) that the spaces {X, ; A E S(Z)} are all distinct. This shows 
that Y* contains at least 2” distinct closed subspaces. 
Another equivalent formulation of Problem (1) is the following: 
PROBLEM (1”). Let Y be a separable Banach space not containing a 
copy of I,. Is there a subspace X of Y* that belongs to G&,(I,)? 
This follows from Theorem 1.2, which implies that all spaces in %&(lz) are 
hereditarily separable duals. 
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Note first that the spaces in %&(f,) and the duals of spaces not containing 
I, share the following property: Every bounded subset has a convex com- 
bination of slices of arbitrarily small diameter; i.e., they are strongly regular 
(see [ 12, 131 for details). On the other hand, since 1, does not embed in Y, 
every bounded sequence (y,) in Y has a weak Cauchy subsequence ( y,Jk. 
An immediate consequence of Egorofl’s theorem is that m( y,,; k) is an 
Asplund set, hence Y contains lots of Asplund sets. By the results of Sec- 
tion II, in order to find a separable subspace X of Y* that G,-embeds in a 
separable dual (and X will then be in gz(12)), it is enough to find an X with 
the (r, 11 11) P.C.P, where r is the topology of uniform convergence on the 
Asplund subsets of Y; this is, for instance, the case of JT* and JTZ since 
all their separable subspaces G&-embed in I, [lo] even though they are not 
separable duals. 
The shortcoming of this approach is that for any CI < w, one can find a 
separable subspace X of a dual space Y* with [, u+ Y such that X$ Fa(f,). 
The example is then J, T,, a+ 1 since it is a separable subspace of 
(JTm..+,)* and 1, does not embed in JT, ,oL +i. This is not a counterexam- 
ple to Problem (2”) since, by the results of Section III, JT,, I + , E %?= + 1(Z2). 
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